
 

 

Our Cabinetry: 

At JWH Design and Cabinetry, all the cabinetry is built to exacting standards at our own MILLSHOP to adhere to our 

strict design and quality criteria. By controlling every step of the design, pricing, and the manufacturing, we are able to 

meet realistic budget requirements while still providing the highest level of design and service to ALL of our Clients.  
 

JWH "Designer" Series Custom Cabinetry: 

The construction specifications of our “Designer Series” were developed by Jennifer Howard to ensure long lasting 
quality. Every cabinet is designed and built like furniture, using a variety of furniture-grade wood species. Each beautiful 
cabinetry finish is formulated for the individual job using specialty commercial-grade finishes to offer the Client a truly 
custom look for the best durability and long term quality.  

 ¾” x 1 ½” solid face frame mortise and tenon construction 

 ¾”  and 1” thick doors and drawer heads 

 ½” plywood cabinet sides, backs and bottoms; ¾” on finished sides (framed cabinetry) 

 ¾” plywood cabinets sides, back, bottoms and dust covers (frameless cabinetry) 

 5/8” hardwood dovetailed drawer boxes with full extension Blumotion glides  

 ¾” and 1” thick interior plywood and/or MDF shelves 
 

JWH "Craftsman" Series Custom Cabinetry: 

The "Craftsman Series" has been designed to meet the demands for high quality wood cabinetry construction and 

durable catalyzed conversion varnish finishes, at a lower price point.  Built in our same Millshop, each cabinet is made to 

order for every job.   Standard cabinet configurations, also available in fully custom sizes, work beautifully in spaces 

requiring less custom cabinetry design:  bathrooms, laundry rooms, smaller kitchens, and simple office projects.    

 ¾” x 1 ½” solid face frame mortise and tenon construction (framed cabinetry) 

 ¾” thick doors and drawer heads 
 ½” and ¾” plywood cabinet sides (¾” standard for frameless cabinetry) 

 5/8” plywood dovetailed drawer boxes with maple edging;  Hafele full extension motion glides  

 ¾” MDF shelves (recommended for improved stability) 
 

Our custom cabinet Millshop in central Pennsylvania is committed to meet or exceed all recommendations for 

environmentally responsible cabinet manufacturing, including FSC woods, low emission chemicals, and an acclaimed 

recycling program for finishes. Every cabinet is thoroughly inspected by a cabinet specialist before being wrapped for 

transport and installation in your home. 


